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90 Count (Pack of 6) Plackers Micro Mint Flossers makes flossing a breeze
Engineered not to shred, break, or even stretch by utilizing the worldâ€™s strongest dental floss,
Super Tuffloss
Easily slides between teeth to remove unwanted and unsightly food debris
Removes additional plaque and food debris in tough to reach areas with protected tartar pick in
handle
Minty flavor leaves your mouth and gums feeling clean and refreshed
Great for at home or on-the-go dental care
Make flossing a breeze and ensure your smile shines
Adult supervision recommended under age 10.About Plackers
Since pioneering the first dental flosser, patented over 40 years ago, Plackers has helped brighten
the smiles of millions. With our complete line of dental flossers that are engineered not to stretch,
shred or break during use, Plackers has redefined the ease, comfort and convenience of flossing.
We know your smile is important to you. Let us help you keep it clean and healthy with our diverse
line of flossers, accessories, and night protectors that help protect against teeth grinding.
PLACKERS MICRO MINT DENTAL FLOSS PICKS
Plackers Micro Mint dental flossers give you that ultimate fresh, clean feeling.
Their Super Tuffloss hi-performance floss removes food from even the tightest teeth without
breaking or shredding, while the fold-out tartar pick removes any trapped debris in a snap.
Micro Mint Dental Flossers are perfect for those times when you don't have access to a toothbrush
or sink. Toss a pack in your bag, car or desk drawer for a clean, fresh smile anywhere you go.
Engineered not to shred, break or stretch with Super Tuffloss
Easily slides between teeth to remove food debris
Fold-out pick stays protected until you need it
Minty flavor leaves your mouth feeling clean and refreshed
Great for on the go
SUPER TUFFLOSS
Manufactured with Super Tuffloss, the worldâ€™s strongest dental floss, which is engineered not to
shred, break, or stretch. This mighty floss also has a light mint taste to keep your mouth fresh.
PROTECTED TOOTHPICK
Contained within the handle is a fold-away toothpick to conveniently remove additional plaque and
food debris from teeth. The fold-out feature keeps the flosser safely tucked away until you're ready
to use it.
A CLEAN SMILE ON THE GO
Perfect for when your toothbrush and sink are nowhere to be found. Throw a pack in the car, your
purse, desk drawer or suitcase. And of course, don't forget to keep a stock next to your bathroom
sink!
Plackers Micro Mint
Plackers Twin-Line
Plackers Orthopick Floss Picks for Braces
Plackers Back Teeth
Plackers Gentleslide
Plackers Kids' Dual Gripz
Key Feature
Super Tuffloss won't stretch, shred or break
Cleans twice as nice with dual-action floss
Easily cleans the hard-to-reach spaces between teeth and braces.
Angled to easily reach back teeth
Soft floss comfortably slides into tight spaces
Easy-grip handle and with fun colors and flavors just for kids
Flavor

Mint
Cool Mint
Unflavored
Mint
Mint
Fruit Smoothie Swirl
Fold-Out Pick

Disposable
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